The Maori and the Criminal Justice System

Explanations for Maori offending from a Maori point of view. The issue is a complex one and can be addressed on many levels. This research was initially prompted by concern over the disproportionately high number of young Maori men in prison, and will concentrate on male offenders between the ...

Best Practice Guidelines for Engagement With Maori
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The Arts Hour from the BBC World Service

Dec 05, 2021 · News on Maori issues 6:06 Te Ahi Kaa 6:40 Voices A weekly feature where the focus is ethnic communities (RNZ) 7:04 Smart Talk A wide variety of conversations recorded in front of audiences round Aotearoa and the world, including the TED Radio Hour from NPR and selected programmes from...

Mātaatua - Teaching Council

O te mota, tēnā koutou. E ai ki te kōrero: 'Whāia te iti kahurangi; ki te tuohu koe, me he maunga teitei'. Pursue the highest ideals; if you must submit, let it be to a lofty mountain. All of us - families, communities, teachers - want our children to reach their full potential. This resource maps out a path to the pinnacle of...